Cry, Heart, But Never Break

Glenn Ringtved  Illustrated by Charlotte Pardi
Aware their grandmother is gravely ill, four siblings make a pact to keep death from taking her away. But Death does arrive all the same, as it must. He comes gently, naturally. And he comes with enough time to share a story with the children that helps them to realize the value of loss to life and the importance of being able to say goodbye.

Glenn Ringtved is a best-selling and award-winning Danish children's author, whose books have been widely translated. Charlotte Pardi is a well-beloved Danish illustrator, who has created numerous books since her first picture book in 2000. Robert Moulthrop is a published playwright. He lives in Greenwich Village, New York City.

**Synopsis**

In this beautifully illustrated picture book, four siblings have been lovingly cared for by their grandmother, but one day she receives a visitor: Death. Instead of having "a heart as dead and black as coal", it turns out Death is kindly, with a heart "red as the most beautiful sunset" and filled with a love of life. In an effort to help the children, he tells them a story about Sorrow and Grief, and how these two brothers end up marrying two sisters, Joy and Delight. The couples live and die together, for they cannot be without one another. In the end, Death takes the grandmother, but the children remember his wise and beautiful words, "Cry heart, but never break." They live out their lives with good memories of their grandmother and what she meant to them. I loved this book, and admit I cried like a baby when I read it the first time. Glenn Ringtved (a Danish author, this is the...
translation of the original book he wrote for his children about 15 years ago) has done a wonderful job crafting a story that deals with such a serious and sensitive topic. There’s no shying away from the reality of the grandmother’s death, and the sorrow it brings the children. But he also shows beautifully how death is not a monster, but a natural part of life, and how our hearts can bear up under the weight of loss. Charlotte Pardi’s illustrations are a perfect match. Highly recommended.

PS I just love how the children keep giving Death cups of coffee to distract him :-)

Read at the New York Society Library. Glenn Ringtved usually writes funny and tricky stories. This thoughtful story breaks the mold -- when his mother was dying, he struggled to explain what was happening to their grandmother to his young children. She suggested that he tell them: “Cry, Heart, but never break.” Her message: loss and sadness must be embraced not resisted -- death is an essential part of life. The story begins outside the small snug house where four children live with their grandmother. Death, who has come for the old lady, leaves his scythe by the door. He is clearly trying to avoid scaring the kids, and he sits down at the kitchen table. Only Leah, the youngest, dares to look straight at him. The illustration of this scene is marvelous; Death looks crestfallen, distressed and yet committed to his task. Text and illustration work incredibly well together -- a metaphor for how essential both life and death are interwoven. “Some people say Death’s heart is as dead and black as a piece of coal, but that is not true. Beneath his inky cloak, Death’s heart is as red as the most beautiful sunset and beats with a great love of life.” Death tells a story to help the children understand. Two boys meet two girls and they fall in love, two perfectly balanced couples: Sorrow and Joy, Grief and Delight. “It is the same with life and death… What would life be worth if there were no death?” Deep philosophy here, with echoes from Montaigne, Updike, others. “The curtains were blowing in the gentle morning breeze. Looking at the children, Death said quietly, “Cry, Heart, but never break. Let your tears of grief and sadness help begin new life.” Wonderful. Robert C. Ross

March 2016.

I recently lost my mom to Cancer. My kids are younger and while they were here through the whole process, they still didn’t understand. This book explained so well what I could not. And the reminder of “Cry heart, but never break” has stayed with them, and they remind each other often. It’s one of my favorite children’s books.

The story line is well done, illustrations are as beautiful as one could make death i think. it may seem
creepy, but if death is going to come to your house anyway ~i think this book can help your children understand that death is part of life and be a help to explain that great grief comes only out of great loveand that they go togetherand that that is ok. we have had so much loss lately - both mine and my husband’s fathers passed within 6 months of each other and right in the middle of the 6 months we lost our precious granddaughter to SIDS at 67 days old. now my mom lies in bed with hospice here. this book will help my kids i know it helped me.

If I wrote as much about this book as I’d like to, then my review would contain more words than the book. I bought it on recommendation of a favorite blogger. I lost someone important to me a little over three years ago. It is a book I wish I’d had then when I was in the midst of my grief. That said, I shed some tears when I read it after it arrived, more than three years after my loss. It is a poignant look at dying and grieving. It will be useful for adults as well as children. It is beautifully written -- simple, elegant. It is beautifully illustrated. It is one of the books that I will keep forever and then my children will get it. They will keep it forever as well.

Favorite book of all time. Not only is it amazingly gentle with the subject of death, the illustrations are beautiful. As I recently lost my mom, I came upon an article on this book and knew I had to have it and even though (I guess) this book is for kids. The book continues to help me with the closure of my loss and I encourage everyone who is struggling with grief (how I am) to get this beautiful piece.

This is a great book to help especially young to middle grade school children understand death as a part of life. The death character is comforting and patient with the children as he explains why Grandma has to go with him. I bought three copies, one for children who have just lost their grandmother, one for my church library, and one for my grandsons who will eventually face the same life event.

What a wonderful book on grief. My older teens found the grim reaper off putting, but I found him comforting and it really brought the whole "circle of life," into perspective. I especially love that the grim reaper isn’t happy about his task...it’s just part of life.
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